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$800 to $1000 whereas driving in our own vehicle the
545 miles to Toledo would cost around half that, even
breaking up the trip into two days each way.
Fortunately, I was able to persuade my wife to go
along with this plan, and I made reservations at a
Hampton Inn outside Pittsburgh midway through each
drive. We used Toby’s Toyota Highlander since she is
more comfortable in it, it has more storage capacity
than my Lexus and it is equipped with satellite radio
so she can listen to Frank Sinatra all the way across.

Convention 2009: Toledo, Ohio and The
House That Libbey Built, May 20-23, 2009
by Stanley B. Kruger
Finally! The long wait was over and Toby and I were
eager to attend this year’s PCA, Inc. Convention.
Each odd-numbered year brings with it PCA’s biennial
Convention, while WheatonArts in Millville, New
Jersey (formerly Wheaton Village) fills in the evennumbered years with a paperweight event, since 1996
known as Paperweight Fest. And, yes, there will be a
Paperweight Fest 2010, May 13, 14 and 15 so SAVE
THE DATES!

Early on Tuesday, May 19, we started off for
Monroeville, PA, where we would lodge that first night.
This was fortuitous for the Monroeville Hampton Inn is
a rather elegant high rise motel, situated in an
upscale commercial area. We arrived at about 3:30
PM, unloaded the car, registered, unpacked the
necessaries and walked to dinner at the attached
Outback Restaurant, another good choice. After
dinner, we explored one of the nearby enclosed malls
where Toby bought a black patent leather bag (for
what reason, I do not know).

Toledo, Ohio was the site of Convention 2009 and, if
you must know, it is rather difficult to get to Toledo by
air travel. Being a very small market, Toledo is
primarily reachable by flying into Detroit, renting a car
and driving 72 miles south to Toledo on I-75. Of
course, one can fly into Detroit and then take a
commuter flight from Detroit to Toledo but that is
hideously expensive. Doing some simple math, I
figured that two round trip air fares to Detroit plus a
rental car for the better part of a week would cost

The next morning, we gassed up the Highlander and

Hospitality Suite crew, 3:30 PM, May 20, 2009: Dorothy Reid, Dr. Ed
Sheldon, John D. Hawley, Patty Mowatt, Ben Drabeck, Diane Warning

In the Hospitality Suite, 3:45 PM, May 20, 2009:
Helen and Dr. Alan Thornton, from the UK.
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started off on the approximately 250 miles remaining
to Toledo. We arrived at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, 444
N. Summit Street, Toledo, Convention headquarters,
at about 3 PM and were assigned Room 1022, where
we had a good view of the Maumee River and the
several bridges over the river. While in the hotel
lobby, we greeted Convention attendees Kirk and
Glenda Grunder, from Iowa, Harvey and Doris
Robinson, retired dealers from Massachusetts, and
many others. We ate a light dinner in the hotel
restaurant, Del Sol, and went up to change for the
6:30 PM Artists Fair.

head for my room by 10:15 PM, 45 minutes before the
Dealers Fair closed that first evening. And as the
outgoing PCA Vice President, I was assigned to work
in the Hospitality Suite from 8 – 9 AM all three
mornings and from noon to 5 PM on Saturday.
Obviously, I needed my beauty sleep!
A wake-up call came in at 6:15 AM on Thursday
morning, May 21, and I was off and running again.
After two cups of coffee and my hour in the Hospitality
Suite, at 9 AM I found front row seats for myself and
Toby in Salons C, D, E, F for the General Sessions
and the official program opening. President Ben
Drabeck and Peggy Morrow, acting for the
recuperating
Ellen
Rostker,
presented
announcements regarding the day’s activities and Ben
launched into the first address, “But Is It Art?” Ben
prepared this talk as a response to the recent article
by Robin Rice, “Encasement”, which Ben
characterized as a “slam” at the traditional
paperweight form. Thus, he questioned, rhetorically,
of course, whether a glass paperweight was an art
object. Art supposedly creates a response in the
various senses. But what is art without craft? There
has always been a contract between the patron or
buyer and the artist. And how many kinds of art are
there? Bad vs. good, escapist or representational,
fine vs. decorative. As a Guide for the Study and
Analysis of Art, Ben presented a Winslow Homer
landscape painting from 1891 containing a single lone
figure on a rise. Art, he maintained, stops your heart.

One of the very few complaints expressed during this
Convention was that Ashley’s, the room set up for the
eleven artists in the Artists Fair, was much too small
to accommodate the crowds that flowed through it to
review the displays by Peter McDougall, Mayauel
Ward, Danny Salazar, Cathy Richardson and her son
Colin, Bob Banford, Drew Ebelhare, Mike Hunter,
Virginia Wilson Toccalino, Lynn Dee Dinning from
Good Hart, Michigan and Paul Stankard.
The
Ballroom, where the Dealers Fair opened at 8 PM,
was a very different venue and easily held the 14
dealers and the special Mid-West Paperweight Exhibit
set up in four large cases in the center of the
Ballroom. Here we found Gary, Marge and Mabel
McClanahan, Debbie Tarsitano, Ron Roberts of R & S
Treasures, Nancy Alfano representing Cathy and
Colin Richardson, Paul Dunlop, Bob Banford again,
Jack Feingold of Gem Antiques, Drew Ebelhare again
(with a beautiful floral display), Mayauel Ward again,
William Pitt,
Roger Jacobsen assisted by Ben
Drabeck and Leo Kaplan, Ltd. with Ro Purser
presiding over his portion of the Kaplan display.

Ben continued, emphasizing that he was dealing in
this lecture with deceased artists only and in two
years he would present the second half of this
discussion, focusing on current (live) artists. There is
art in an antique St. Louis overlay mushroom, as
there is art in the Rose Window in Notre Dame as well
as in a Persian rug. Design and patterns count in

After a fairly long day of driving and circulating
between the artists and the dealers, I was ready to

In the Artists Fair, 7 PM, May 20, 3009:
Ro Purser, Washington State and Gary Underwood, TX.

Drew Ebelhare's corner of the Artists Fair, 6:50 PM, May 20, 2009.
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cultural and religious contexts, as in the rotunda of an
Islamic mosque. Millefiori designs figure in antique
Baccarat chequer weights, in crowns, in marbries, etc.
Ben compared a 1723 oil painting of The Hunting
Party with a pinchbeck weight of a similar scene and
a still life of flowers and fruit from the early 17th
century with a similar antique weight. He noted a Ray
Banford basket cut by Ed Poore and “the plastic
serenity” of the work of the recently deceased Johne
Parsley. In all of these iterations, Ben found an
overwhelming response refuting the negative
message of Robin Rice’s thesis that the paperweight
form is worn out. Ben ended just before 10 AM.

250 year old, now defunct, glassworks in Carlstahl
(Orle), Poland. Later this year, in that renovated
building, Marek will open the first Polish paperweight
museum dedicated to Silesian and Bohemian
paperweights and paperweight-related objects. He is
the author of Glass Paperweights: The Heritage of the
19th Century Riesengeberge and Isergeberge
Glassworks and several articles in PCA Annual
Bulletins and in the art press in Poland.
In a 55 minute PowerPoint presentation, Marek
introduced this audience to the world of Bohemian,
Silesian and Russian glassworks, an area of the
paperweight world with which very few in this
audience were familiar. In effect, Marek summarized
his book, pointing out the geographic boundary
changes over the last 400 years in Western Europe.
At one point in time, for example, Italy, including
Venice and Murano, was part of the Austrian Empire.
And because of these boundary shifts, Bohemian and
Silesian glassworks/place names dating to the
1700s and later have two names, an original
Germanic or Prussian name and a more current
Czech or Polish name. For a few examples:

Assigned to introduce the second speaker, I brought
down the house by stating: “It is a great pleasure and
honor to introduce you to a YOUNG paperweight
collector… And I can truly call him young because
both Ben and I are twice his age!” Continuing with the
official Vita: A native of Zabrze, Poland, Marek
Kordasciewicz graduated from high school in
1987and six years later from the Politechnical
University of Silesia with a Masters Degree in
Biomedical Electronics.
For three years after
graduation, he was employed as a medical equipment
engineer and sales representative; since 1996 he has
been Sales Manager for Medtronic Physio-Control, a
Polish company that produces life saving medical
equipment. Marek’s interests include skiing, cycling,
tourism, literature, music, art, antiques, photography,
enology and paperweights and millefiori glass from
Bohemian, Silesian and Russian glassworks. In
2000, with his wife Agnieszka, he formed the AMKOR
Company, focused on publishing, art and tourism
relating to antique glass and the Lower Silesian glass
industry. In 2001 he curated a paperweight exhibition
at the regional Karkonoskie Museum in Jelenia Gora,
Poland. In 2004 he curated a permanent paperweight
exhibition in a building remaining on the grounds of a

Original Historical Name

Present Name

Country

Antoniwald

Antoninov

CZ

Carlsthal

Orle

PL

Christiansthal

Kristianov

CZ

Hirschberg

Jelenia Gora

PL

Many of Marek’s slides were views of now defunct
glassworks at Carlsthal, Josephinehutte (Huta
Jozefina/PL) and Wilhelmshohe (Jizerka/CZ), and
one still-working glassworks at Harrachov/CZ.
Carlsthal/Orle was founded in 1754 and in 2004
Continued on page 8

In the Artists Fair, 7:05 PM, May 20, 2009:
Mike and Susan Hunter from Scotland.

In the Artists Fair, 7:15 PM, May 20, 2009:
Daniel Salazar, CA and his works.
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few years of meetings; two Members’ Tables with
books, CDs, catalogs and, of course, paperweights
for show, trade and sale and a large, three table
display of weights brought by Guest Dealer Jim
Lefever. Gordon Smith displayed some of his new
sphere weights and a collaborative weight he made
with Jim Kontes. While perusing these sumptuous
offerings, members and guests also feasted on a
table of refreshments consisting of fresh fruit, Danish,
coffee and tea.

Review of Events

At 11 AM, President Stanley Kruger called the
meeting to order, welcoming the group to DVPCA’s
Spring 2009 Meeting and acknowledging Rob and
Pam Campe as the day’s “long distance” winners,
having traveled from Charleston, West Virginia to
attend. Two first timer guests, Vera Weissman and
Jean Barto, were introduced and they were welcomed
warmly by the assemblage. President Stan read a
letter from Joan Parsley, brought to the meeting by
Gordon Smith, which described her father Johne
suffering from end-stage diabetes. She asked for our
concern and best wishes for her father as she and her
siblings began a round-the-clock vigil with him during
his probable last hours. She noted that those who
knew him could send cards and letters to Johne
Parsley, Skilled Nursing #207, The Highlands at
Wyomissing, 2000 Cambridge Avenue, Wyomissing,
PA, to brighten his last days.

Spring Meeting, April 18, 2009
The 2009 Spring Meeting of Delaware Valley
Paperweight Collectors Association convened at 10
AM on Saturday, April 18, 2009 at Williamson
Restaurant, Horsham, PA, our usual venue, but in the
Montgomery Room instead of our usual Madison
Room. What was most unusual was our sharing the
restaurant space with hundreds of karate kids, many
holding trophies as tall as they were, and their adoring
parents. Also, it should be noted in passing, that
Williamson’s no longer operates the restaurant
business; it is strictly a catering house now.
Eventually everyone found a parking space and were
soon examining the displays set out in the
Montgomery Room: a table of recent paperweight
auction catalogs for review, including Selman’s Spring
2009 Auction, which was running at the time; a “Free:
Take One” table of antiques magazines and
newspapers; five Silent Auction items; a display of 12
Today’s Raffle Prizes; selected items from the
Delaware Valley PCA Paperweight Lending Library
including a complete set of DVPCA Newsletters
dating to the first issue in September 1992 and
Memories Photo Album # 3 with pictures from the last

After relating two stories about aging gracefully in
place, Stan then introduced loyal member Andrew
Scott who had developed a program called
“Displaying and Cataloging a Paperweight Collection”
to present to this audience. Andrew illustrated his talk
with a PowerPoint slide show about how he had
organized and displayed his own paperweight
collection.
Under the topic of display cabinets,
Andrew spoke of the variety of curio cabinets. Each

Anne Brown, Susan Sutton, Gordon Smith and Rob Campe, 4/18/09,
examining Gordon's collaboration with the Kontes brothers.

Andrew Scott, Bill and Jill Bauersfeld, 4/18/09.
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version has its advantages and disadvantages. He
recommended that glass shelves be 3/8” thick to
avoid sagging and possible breakage. Andrew went
on to show slides of the nine display cabinets in his
home. He spoke of cabinet lighting. Some cabinet
bulbs should be replaced with Xenon bulbs. Halogen
bulbs are as good as Xenon bulbs but burn hotter.
Compact fluorescent bulbs are okay but are large and
do not fit well as replacements for weaker lighting.
Mini-light strips are also recommended.
Some
objects, like Swarovski crystal, need specific lighting.
Light timers are also recommended, as are acrylic
risers for the rear of shelves, to display items in back.
There are several types of stands for paperweights
and spheres, such as peg stands, three-sided stands,

etc. What is the argument for securing objects on
your display shelves? Answer: Pets, people walking
by, vibration and deterring visitors from picking up
fragile objects. Some products for this purpose are
Tacky Wax, Museum Wax, Museum Gel and Museum
Putty. Andrew then demonstrated techniques and
tools for measuring the diameter and height of
paperweights.

Rob and Pam Campe, 4/18/09.

Andy Dohan and Ken Brown.

Andrew arranges his paperweights by style and by
size. He next showed slides of the nine display
cabinets with close-ups of each shelf and window
display and displays on the tops of cabinets.
Responding to a question from the floor, he said he
dusts using a feather duster to stir up the dust and a
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central vacuum in the other hand to suck the dust
outside. He showed the renovation of a bar area into
a display area.
Andrew says he has 1300
paperweights to find a home for. He has put up glass
shelves on walls, some lit from beneath on timers. He
has converted bookshelves in the library to
paperweight display, the books moved to the
basement. Some parts of his house are organized
with traditional weights and some parts with
contemporary glass. Answering a question about how
to determine how much weight to put on a shelf, he
said a shelf will sag first before breaking. He said to
put heavy weights near the shelf supports to bear the
weight. Even in his work area with TV screen and
computer, he has displays of weights and small
sculptures. He has over 100 sculptures. He even
showed a display of weights in his garage (but they
weren’t weights of the highest quality). With Rob
Campe’s assistance at the laptop/digital projector,
Andrew demonstrated an Excel spreadsheet for
organizing and describing his collections. He showed
how he organized his own collections with, for
example, 350 pieces of Caithness glass together. His
spreadsheet doesn’t show an item’s location because
he is always re-arranging them.
Finally, he
demonstrated how to locate an item in the
spreadsheet from the 1300 entries in it. At 12:05 PM,
Andrew concluded his detailed and extensive talk to
appreciative applause. President Stan then

dismissed the group for a few minutes until lunch was
served at 12:15, a delicious choice of Chicken
Maryland or Old Fashion Pot Roast.

Clarence Brunner, Gordon Smith, 4/18/09.

Jim Perna, attacking the goodies, 4/18/09.

At 1:00 PM, raffle tickets were sold for Today’s Raffle
Prizes and $117 was collected for DVPCA’s Treasury.
After a dessert of “Brownie Delight”, Stan reconvened
the meeting at 1:25 PM.
He mentioned the
controversy over the possible closing of Brandeis
University’s Rose Art Museum and the Broadfield
House Museum in England which is planning to close
its glass and paperweight exhibits, but that move is
meeting heavy resistance and may not occur.
Paperweight artist Ken Rosenfeld has a new website,
www.kenrosenfeld.com. At that URL you can access
information about Ken’s weights, including his
Cremation weights to commemorate those who have
passed on and been cremated.
Stan received a
letter, which he read to the group, from WheatonArts’
Gay LeCleire Taylor Museum Reserve Find, thanking
us for our contribution of $250. Stan mentioned that
our January 2009 speaker, Phil Edelman, had
developed a new career as a guest speaker to
local/regional paperweight collectors associations,
and has already addressed the Oklahoma group and
tomorrow, April 19, will be speaking to the MD/DC/VA
group. Next, Stan read an email message he’d
received from Larry and Marti Selman indicating that
they are planning to retire or move on to other fields
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of endeavor and looking for a buyer for their glass
business. Herbert Singer again wrote to Stan, from
Surprise, Arizona, thanking him for being mentioned
in the Review of Events from our Winter Meeting on
January 31, 2009 and promising to continue his
membership in support of DVPCA. Waterford Crystal
will be downsized and will out-source most of its
production, but some items will still be made in
England.

doorknobs with paperweights of similar design. He
brought about 40 of the doorknobs mentioned but
used a PowerPoint presentation to illustrate his talk.
There were very many varieties: mercury glass knobs,
with no actual mercury; overlay; clear cut glass,
dewdrop or reflector; black glass, cut; bubble ball,
made by many factories; sulphide; opalescent;
carnival; Bennington, ceramic; swirls; St. Louis crown;
St. Louis fruit; St. Louis upright bouquet; chamomile
or pompom flower; blue clematis flower; red poinsettia
flower; Nicolas Lutz flower, one of only four known;
pansy flower; nosegay; jasper ground; upset muslin;
Walsh-Walsh factory; Perthshire’ Strathearn; Murano,
Barovier and Toso; and New England Glass
Company. All of these were lampworked designs.
Other designs were based on millefiori – stars, a
Dorflinger that Jim said was more likely European,
Clichy closepack baskets, rose bundles, slab type
roses, “fluffy” roses and Clichy on muslin.

PCA, Inc. is giving one free 2009 membership to
each local/regional PCA as a gift, worth $60, and
entitling the winner to reduced admission at this
year’s Convention, to a gratis copy of the 2009
Annual Bulletin and three newsletters for the
remainder of this year. To be eligible for this gift,
entrants must never have been members of PCA, Inc.
and only four of the attendees were eligible and
interested in winning this prize. These four were
assigned numbers in a lottery, which was won by
Andrew Scott.
Next, attendees selected lottery
numbers for a paperweight door prize donated by
Elliott Heith. This weight came from Australia and
had an aboriginal theme.
It was won by Bill
Bauersfeld. Stan asked how many were attending
the 2009 PCA, Inc. Convention May 20-23 and 14 of
the 38 in attendance said they were. Finally the
Today’s Raffle Prize winners were drawn and 12
winners, including guests Jean Barto and Vera
Weissman, selected their prizes, the last being
Treasurer Don Formigli, who was running the raffle.

Jim showed various fittings for doorknobs: American,
big and stepped; French and European; United
Kingdom, Walsh-Walsh, Perthshire and Strathearn;
and Italian.
Clue: older doorknobs were never
attached by adhesives like epoxy; only modern ones
were. Clue: doorknobs were made to be doorknobs.
They did not have flat bottoms, like paperweights.
Their bottoms were necked into a bulb shape that the
fittings would surround. Question: where to find
doorknobs? Jim answered on eBay and in auctions,
though they were more common earlier. Jim has
seen only ten American doorknobs though hundreds
of European ones.

At 2:05 PM, Stan introduced loyal DVPCA member
and Guest Dealer Jim Lefever as our afternoon
speaker. Jim spoke on the topic of “Doorknobs:
Close Cousins of Paperweights.” Jim stated that
anything you can find in a paperweight, you can find
in a doorknob, and to prove the point, his
accompanying visual presentation juxtaposed

Jim has made several knobs from paperweights for
his own home by gluing them onto the fittings. For
example, he made a doorknob from a Clichy
paperweight that had a crack in its bottom. Jim ended
his informative talk at 2:30 PM to two rounds of
appreciative applause.
President Stan emphasized the unusual nature of
Jim’s topic, Paperweight Doorknobs, noting that
probably no other collector could have presented such
a talk. There were no bids on the five Silent Auction
offerings. Our next meeting will be for our 17th
Anniversary Celebration Weekend on July 18 and 19,
2009. Stan itemized the program for that weekend
and also mentioned the October 10 & 11 Northeast
Marble Meet in Marlborough, Massachusetts and our
Fall Meeting on October 17, 2009.
The group was dismissed at 2:37 PM but members
stayed to chat, buy and review the displays until 3:20
PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Sutton,
Secretary, DVPCA

Louanna Hammond at Guest Dealer
Jim Lefever's paperweight display, 4/18/09.
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Continued from page 3...

paperweight renaissance was born. While still in
industry Paul made animal figures and from
1970-1972 he made flowers in glass. His second
major challenge happened in 1972 when he left
industry to work in his utility room making
paperweights full-time. The Atlantic City entrepreneur
Reese Palley encouraged him and sold his products.
After refining his technique, in 1985 Paul began a
series of what he called “Botanicals”, super-realistic
flower designs in upright glass cubes.
Walt
Whitman’s poetry was a great influence on him and
he began writing poetry himself. Along the way, Paul
introduced four of his children to his glass studio, Joe,
Patricia, Christine and Pauline, and the three girls
now make up The Stankard Studio. One of Paul’s
great challenges was eventually going beyond the
paperweight tradition into the realm of art glass
objects, including Cloistered Assemblages and now
the spherical form, his larger orbs going for $15,000
and his Cloistered Assemblages selling for $50,000 to
$75,000. Paul now defines himself as “a studio artist
working in glass”, and who can dispute that
designation.

celebrated the 250th year of its founding when
Marek curated a permanent paperweight exhibit there
in one of the two remaining buildings. Marek showed
examples of silhouette and complex millefiori canes
from these glassworks. The Prussian Eagle was a
popular silhouette subject as was the Imperial Eagle
containing Emperor Franz Joseph’s initials. Indeed,
the design range of Bohemian and Silesian canes
was every bit as wide and complex as those from the
French and American factories operating during the
classic period. Paperweight designs included swirls,
concentrics, crowns, millefiori baskets, double
overlays, fancy facets, patterned millefiori on lace,
similar to French antiques but with different canes. All
in all, Marek’s presentation was a revelation to this
audience and there were many requests for his
book, which can be acquired from Larry Selman.
President Drabeck called for a break from 10:55 AM,
when Marek ended, to 11:15 AM when Gay Taylor
introduced the man I call “The Master”, Paul Joseph
Stankard, speaking on “A Creative Journey of an
Artist in Glass”. Paul said he attended his first PCA
Convention in Chicago in 1973. He also said he had
another topic to discuss, “My Five Greatest Obstacles
and How I Overcame Them”. The first of these was
dealing with dyslexia, for he only learned in 1972, at
the age of 29, that he had this condition. Previously
he thought he was simply stupid because of his
difficulty with language.
He entered Salem
Community College, Salem County, New Jersey, in
1961 at age 18. He weighed 128 pounds then. After
graduating from Salem he worked in industry until
1972. In the meantime the famous paperweight
article was published in Woman’s Day in 1965, he
saw Kaziun’s silhouette weights and the 20th century

Paul ended at noon and the group immediately went
into Lunch and Learn mode, picking up a choice of
three box lunches and moving to one of three small
group sessions. Three artists would present their work
from 12 to 12:45 PM and another three artists would
present from 12:45 to 1:30 PM. I chose to return to
Ashley’s for Cathy and Colin Richardson during the
first period and Virginia Wilson and Tony Toccalino in
the second period.
By 1:40 PM we were back in General Session for
John D. Hawley, introduced by Bergstrom-Mahler
Museum Curator Jan Mirenda Smith, speaking on
“Paperweights of the American Classic Period

In the Artists Fair, 7:20 PM, May 20, 2009:
Rennie Culver, LA, Paul Stankard, NJ, Glenda and Kirk Grunder, Iowa.

In the Artists Fair, 7:25 PM, May 20, 2009:
Pat Aclerman, PA, David Graeber, NJ.
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1851-1888.” Since John will attend DVPCA’s 17th
Anniversary Celebration Weekend on July 18 and 19,
2009, and reprise his Convention presentation then, I
will not précis his talk here. John ended at 2:35 PM.

Belgium. Dr. Thornton ended at 8:25 PM, in time for
everyone to have another tour of the Dealers Fair
from 8:30 to 10 PM.
Friday morning, May 22, a meeting of local/regional
PCA presidents chaired by Membership Head Jayne
Gilbert was called for 7:30 to 9 AM during the two
hour Breakfast Buffet that began each morning at 7. I
sat in the Presidents’ meeting from 7:30 to 8 AM and
Toby Kruger sat in from 8 – 9 AM while I fulfilled my
duties in the Hospitality Suite.

The next speaker was to have been Sid Lethbridge
speaking on “Canadian Glass Houses”. However, the
Friday before Convention, Sid had suffered a death in
his family and opted to withdraw from Convention and
attend to family matters. As a result, it was a logical
move simply to increase the afternoon’s Dealer Fair
hours, opening the fair at 2:30 instead of 3 PM and
running until 5 PM.

President Drabeck was delighted, and somewhat
amazed, that everyone showed up promptly at 7:30
PM for the Tribute Lecture by Dr. Alan Thornton, an
energetic researcher in paperweights from the United
Kingdom. Dr. Thornton noted that the title, “If This is
Thursday. It Must Be Belgium”, was given him by
yours truly. He would have chosen a different title for
his talk: “War and Peace”. He went on for the next 55
minutes, again emphasizing the geographic shifts in
Western Europe affecting the area now known as

At 9 AM in Salons C, D, E, F there were again
announcements by Ben and Peggy Morrow, mostly
about the afternoon’s visit to the Toledo Museum of
Art (TMA), erected in 1909, and its magnificent new
(2006) Glass Pavilion. Many times President Drabeck
stressed that ALL the walls and doors in the Glass
Pavilion were glass and one must be very careful not
to bump into them.
He then introduced Gary
McClanahan speaking on “Mid-West Paperweights
from A to Z”.
With great alacrity, Gary briefly
discussed and showed the products of 100 mid-West
paperweight makers, many of whom were unknown to
the majority of the audience. It was a whirlwind
performance that ended at exactly 10 AM. At 10:05
AM, introduced by Jan Mirenda Smith, Baker O’Brien
attempted to enlighten us about “Studio Art Glass –
Toledo, Labino and More.” Baker, an attractive
woman of indeterminate age, had been added to the
Convention program only about three weeks before.
She came, she said, to the Labino Glass Studio in
1975 and showed slides of her working alongside
Dominick Labino, whom she referred to as “Nick” the
entire lecture. She noted that the studio glass
movement began in Toledo with Labino and Harvey K.
Littleton in the early 1960s. She has remained a
studio glass artist, now primarily in jewelry, and
ended her talk at 10:30 AM.

In the Dealers Fair, 8:15 PM, May 20, 2009:
Nancy Alfano's corner, with customers and friends.

In the Dealers Fair, 8:30 PM, May 20, 2009:
Jack Feingold of Gem Antiques with unknown browser.

At registration, we had signed up for a Thursday night
dinner at Giorgio’s Restaurant, 426 N. Superior
Street, just two blocks from the Crowne Plaza and a
group of ten ended up there: Kirk and Glenda
Grunder from Iowa, Harvey and Doris Robinson from
Massachusetts, Bonnie and Gary Geiger from
Pennsylvania,
Allan
and
Jane
Port
from
Massachusetts and Toby and me from New Jersey.
The dinner was quite good, service was excellent,
and we even received separate checks per couple.
We had been cautioned by President Drabeck to be
back in General Session at 7:30 PM for the Tribute
Lecture by Alan Thornton, “If This is Thursday, It Must
Be Belgium.”
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After a 20 minute break and my introduction of Gay
LeCleire Taylor, a person I noted that needed no
introduction, Gay launched into her delightful
PowerPoint presentation “Who Gives a Frit: Millville,
Corning and Mid-Western Examples”. According to
Gay, frit weights resulted from the name plates that fit
into bottle making dies. With these name plates and
their decorative elements, the same bottle could be
churned out in quantity for many different companies,
simply by changing the name plate in the bottle
making die. Thus, by 1876 or so, frit weights
employing the decorative elements from name plates
began to appear in the three glass industry areas of
Millville, New Jersey, Corning, New York and many
mid-West locations. Gay noted that white glass was
very toxic to the furnace pots. She showed slides of
Michael Kane, noted for his sailing ship and hunting
dog frit weights. She compared and contrasted frit
weights from the three areas. Corning frit weights
always have a round opening in their base; Millville frit
weights usually have a raised basal rim; mid-Western
examples were usually ground flat. She showed the
famous Lincoln’s Home frit weight where the incorrect
“Lincon’s Home” below the building had been covered
over with green grasses and the correct spelling
appeared above the building. After comparing and
contrasting many examples from the three areas, Gay
hoped, at the end of her presentation, that we now
WOULD give a frit!

Drew Ebelhare. At 1:30 PM, TMA Curator Jutta
Annette Page was scheduled to give a slide talk on
“The Museum and Glass Pavilion” in the Pavilion’s
Auditorium. This led to the second complaint I
overheard about Convention. Remember, all the
walls are GLASS, even in its Auditorium; to darken
the Auditorium for showing slides, a grey curtain was
drawn all around the round space. This curtain was,
however, ineffective in darkening the Auditorium so
the slides shown were very faint. Also, the sound
system in the Auditorium led one in the audience near
me to opine that her microphone was not turned on.
Despite these drawbacks, Ms. Page spoke for 40
minutes about the TMA and the Glass Pavilion,
showing slides of their holdings. I, for one, was happy
to escape the Pavilion’s Auditorium and did not stay
for the next talk by Mary Karazim on “Edward Libbey
and His Glass”. Instead, a group of us walked across
the street to the TMA. And what an impressive
museum it is.

At 11:40 AM, when Gay ended, we picked up our box
lunches in the Ballroom Pre-Function Foyer, ate lunch
and, starting at noon, took one of two shuttle busses
from the Crowne Plaza to the Glass Pavilion, which
was built across the street from the TMA. The Glass
Pavilion contained an ultra-modern Glass Studio near
the entrance to the building and the first thing I saw
there was Gordon Smith working at the torch and
Mayauel Ward working at the furnace, assisted by

To truly appreciate the impact Edward Drummond
Libbey (1854-1925) and the Libbey Glass Company
had on Toledo, Ohio, one must examine some history.
By the end of the Civil War, the New England Glass
Company, co-founded by Deming Jarves in 1818, had
become hugely successful and employed 500
workers. The glass blowers and cutters were highly
skilled and displays of New England Glass Company
products were popular among visitors to the 1876
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia.
But the
depression of 1873 cut into the company’s profitability.
William L. Libbey was at the time a company manager
and in 1874 he brought his son, Edward Drummond
Libbey, into the company.
E. D. Libbey was
classically trained at the best boarding schools and
Boston University and wanted to become a minister
but obeyed his father. In 1878, after some struggles,
the NEGC Board of Directors decided to lease the

PCA President Ben Drabeck, 9:00 AM,
May 21, 2009 opening Convention.

May 21, 11:10 AM, following Marek's talk on "Bohrmian?":
Jim Lefever, PA, Stephanie Donahoe, MD, Marek Kordasciewicz, PL.
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factory to the senior Libbey; in 1883 when he died,
the junior Libbey assumed the presidency of the
company but soon faced a series of financial crises at
the firm. The most serious was in 1886 when the
American Flint Glass Workers Union organized a
strike at the company demanding higher wages at the
same time that soaring fuel costs were cutting into
profits.

introduce the nation to his company. Owens was put
in charge of the Chicago exhibit. When it failed to
draw crowds, Libbey decided to allow visitors to apply
their admission fees to the purchase of glass trinkets
inscribed with the company name.
The exhibit
became a huge draw, with many coming to see a
dress sewn for Broadway actress Georgia Cayvan
made of spun glass. Spun glass, which would
eventually become the basis for a major new glass
company in Toledo in the late 1930s, was a brand
new technology for the time engineered by Libbey’s
company. The success of the Columbian Exposition
exhibit finally made Libbey’s company profitable. Its
brilliant cut glass was also featured at the 1904 St.
Louis World’s Fair, including a punch bowl described
as the largest piece of cut glass in the world.

Some 700 miles away, the city fathers in Toledo, Ohio
were seeking to attract new businesses to the
community that could exploit abundant natural gas
supplies recently discovered in the region. They
offered Libbey an incentive package that included a
site for a new factory, 50 lots for worker housing, and
$100,000 to build the factory. Edward Drummond
Libbey jumped at the opportunity to make his father’s
company profitable again, and in August 1888 a train
containing 250 glass workers from Massachusetts
arrived in Toledo. But the workers found life in their
adopted city difficult and many soon returned to New
England.

Libbey married Florence Scott, granddaughter of
Jesup W. Scott, one of Toledo’s founders. A lover of
art, Libbey’s wife urged her husband to establish an
art museum in the city. In 1901, the Toledo Museum
of Art was founded by the Libbeys. Some 100
Toledoans pledged $10 each to be founding members
and the building was completed in 1909.

Libbey traveled to the Hobbs and Brockunier glass
factory in Wheeling, West Virginia in an effort to find
Owens who had been working in the glass industry
since age 10. Libbey felt Owens displayed the
leadership skills needed to manage the new factory
and hired him. Owens supervised the Toledo plant
and also a glass plant in Findlay, Ohio that made light
bulbs for the new electrical industry.

In 1925, Edward Drummond Libbey died of
pneumonia at the age of 71. The bulk of his estate
was left as an endowment to the museum, and this
gift continues to fund its operation today.
His
company, the Libbey Glass Company (now Libbey,
Inc.), is the root of all the glass-related companies in
Toledo. His collaboration with Michael Owens would
not only lead to the invention of the automatic bottle
making machine but also to new methods of making
flat glass. Without Edward Drummond Libbey, Toledo
today would be a far different place.

But Libbey’s company continued to struggle. To be
successful, the firm’s new name, the Libbey Glass
Company, would have to become nationally known.
Libbey was forced to seek private loans of $200,000
new skilled workers. There he found Michael J. to
build a working glass factory at the 1893 Columbian
Exposition in Chicago, a gimmick Libbey felt would

After about two hours touring the TMA, we took a
shuttle bus back to the Crowne Plaza to prepare for

In the Glass Pavilion, 1:00 PM, May 22, 2009:
Gordon Smith at the torch, overseen by Drew Ebelhare.

In the Maumee Bay Brew Pub, 7:00 PM, May 22, 2009:
Elaine K. Horsfield, VA, Deb Zonies, NY, Drew Gay, IL.
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article on antique paperweights in Woman’s Day. In
1967 the museum hosted an important Symposium
on Paperweights and in the late 1960s Charles
Kaziun, Jr. added his works to the collection. The
museum building was expanded and the Hollister
Research Center was added to the mix. In the 1970s
there were significant additions to the collection from
Dominick Labino and from the Florence Marsh
Collection (1976). At the museum’s 20th anniversary
in 1979 the family Mahler added its collection of
Germanic glass and the name was changed from the
John Nelson Bergstrom Museum to the BergstromMahler Museum. The PCA Convention came again to
the museum in 1989. Museums of the 1990s were
keeping the visitor in mind and were responding to
their audiences’ needs and wants. Educating the
public became a primary impetus. To meet the needs
of the 21st Century involves multiple accreditations,
strategic planning, audience visibility and soliciting
long-term support. Where is the Bergstrom-Mahler
Museum at 50? Targeting new audiences, attempting
to engage, excite and connect with community
elements not traditionally known as museum goers,
with, for example, treasure hunts in the museum.
Recently the museum celebrated Peter McDougall’s
40th anniversary as a glass artist. In future it is
expected to contract with the Corning Museum of
Glass Hot Glass Road Show for additional dramatic
impact. Jan ended at 9:55 AM. A brief stand-up
break was called for until 10:05 AM.

Friday’s hosted dinner groups. There were eleven
names on our list for Rockwell’s Steak House about
seven blocks south of the hotel. Three cars went off
to the restaurant but seven of us, Harvey and Doris
Robinson, Toby and me, Deb Zonies, Elaine K.
Horsfield and Drew Gay opted to go around the
corner to the Maumee Bay Brew Pub while Marilyn
and Loren Groves and Mike and Susan Hunter
supped at Rockwell’s. Both groups enjoyed their
dinners. Afterwards, the Dealers Fair was again open
from 7 to 10 PM.
At 9 AM on Saturday, May 23, after fulfilling my hour
at the Registration Desk in the Hospitality Suite, my
wife and I again found front row seats in Salons C, D,
E, F for the morning’s sessions. Ben had a few more
announcements and introduced Jan Mirenda Smith,
Curator of the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum, speaking
on “The Bergstrom-Mahler Museum at 50”. Jan noted
that she has been Curator during two time periods,
1989-1999 and from 2006 to the present. Her
PowerPoint show was entitled “A Review at 50 and
Launching the Next 50 Years”. She reviewed the
history of Evangeline Bergstrom as a noted
paperweight collector, the publication of her book Old
Glass Paperweights on November 29, 1940 and
stated that her collecting ended around 1944. In
1949, Evangeline agreed to leave her antique glass
collection to a public museum. Her beloved husband,
John Nelson Bergstrom, died in 1951 and Evangeline
proposed to leave the family home as the site of the
public museum holding her collection. Although
Evangeline died in 1958, the museum opened to the
public on April 5, 1959.
In the 1960s Evelyn Campbell Cloak was the
museum’s first curator and in 1964 the PCA’s
Convention was held at the museum in Neenah,
Wisconsin. Then, in 1965 came the remarkable

The traditional and very popular Identification Clinic
was moderated by Patty Mowatt, with the panel of
experts including Jerry Gard, Jim Lefever and Gary
Underwood. Forty-three weights had been entered
for identification and fully one-sixth of them were
attributed to Paul Ysart.
One-sixth remained
mysteries and the remainder ranged over the entire
spectrum of makers, age and designs, from SL 1953 to

In the Dealers Fair, 9 PM, May 22, 2009:
Peter McDougall, Scotland, Harvey Robinson, MA.

10:05 AM, May 23, 2009, at the ID Clinic: Jerry Gard, CA,
Jim Lefever, PA, Patty Mowatt, NC, Gary Underwood, TX.
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NEGC nosegay to Chinese to mid-West to antique SL
pansy to the Mosser plaque of a sailing ship. Terry
Kovel, the famed writer on antiques and collectibles, who
visited Convention just for the day, was heard to remark
that the ID Clinic alone was worth the price of admission.
It ended at 11:10 AM.

group in that state.
Dealers Fair closed at 5 PM, as did the Hospitality
Suite, and we were free then to move back to our
room, refresh and dress for dinner. There was to be a
cash bar Cocktail Hour from 6 – 7 PM in the Ballroom
Pre-Function Foyer before the Saturday night
Banquet at 7 PM. Instead of my usual mixed drink, I
opted for a Diet Coke and a regular Coke for Toby,
expecting as outgoing Vice President to be called on
sometime during the Banquet. According to Toby, this
was the best dinner ever at a PCA Convention, thick
slabs of steak (prime rib?) perfectly done medium rare
with delicious sides of mashed sweet potatoes and
long string beans. Dessert was cheesecake with
raspberry or chocolate sauce. And my large chicken
breast was equally satisfying.

At 11:22 AM, President Ben Drabeck called the meeting
of the general membership to order. Attendees were
counted and a quorum was noted. As usual, there were
reports from officers, President, Secretary and
Treasurer,
and
from
committees,
Convention,
Membership, Publications and the Nominating
Committee. No ballot was necessary because there was
only one nominee per position: for President Ben
Drabeck, for Vice President Philip Edelman, for
Treasurer Don Formigli, for Region 3 Director Colin
Mahoney. The meeting was adjourned on time at 11:45
AM with the reminder to complete the Convention
Evaluation Questionnaires and turn them in after dinner.

After dinner came the many prize drawings and then
the Door Prizes. Deb Zonies, President of the New
York/New Jersey PCA had been tapped to manage
Door Prizes and she asked for all the other
local/regional PCA Presidents present to assist her.
We all trooped up to the dais and spoke our names
and affiliations into the microphone. At my turn, I
repeated Ben’s description of me: “My name is
Stanley Kruger and I am the professional President of
Delaware Valley Paperweight Collectors Association”.
The applause was sweet to my ears. Deb pulled the
winners’ names from a box and we Presidents
delivered the Door Prizes across the Banquet room.
What a surprise it was when Phil Edelman’s name
was announced and I delivered his Door Prize to him
and took a picture of him for the record! The
proceedings ended at about 8:45 PM.

I picked up my box lunch and headed for the Hospitality
Suite which I was scheduled to cover from noon to 5 PM,
primarily to accommodate members of the public who
paid $5 to enter the Dealers Fair and qualify for one of
four paperweight drawings on the hour at 1, 2, 3 and 4
PM. Because of this assignment I missed the talk from
1:30 – 2:15 pm by Gordon Smith on “Why I Make
Paperweights” and the talk “Paperweight Primer” by
Susan Kaplan Jacobson from 2:15 – 3 PM, intended as
an introduction to weights for the 121 members of the
public who paid their $5 entry fee into the Dealers Fair.
The 4 PM drawing of a John Deacons carpet ground
PCA 2009 weight was won by a lady who entered the
Dealers Fair at 3:55 PM; I know because I took in her
$5 and urged her to waste no time getting into the Fair.
Afterwards she came into the Hospitality Suite,
overwhelmed at the beauty and grace of her winnings,
and signed up to help form an Ohio group of
paperweight collectors. There is at present no local PCA

It was an emotional moment when Toby and I said our
farewells to Marek and Agnieszka Kordasiewicz. I
reminded Marek that I had first contacted him in
September 2007 to invite him to attend and speak at
this Convention and I was so glad that the invitation
had worked out. Indeed, he said that if the 2011
Convention is held in Washington, D.C., he and his
wife would come again. We embraced like brothers
and we kissed Agnieszka. Parting with old friends is
difficult.
At this time there are three locations for the 2011 PCA
Convention being investigated: New Orleans, Santa
Fe, New Mexico and Washington, D. C. We will know
soon enough which of the three will get the nod. In
the meantime, don’t forget (and plan to attend)
Paperweight Fest 2010 at WheatonArts in Millville,
New Jersey, May 13, 14 and 15, 2010 (Thursday
through Saturday). DVPCA Planners and Wheaton
staff are already engaged in developing the Fest 2010
program and you can be sure of new, engaging
speakers and new Lunch and Learn artists. So,
SAVE THE DATES and we will see you next May in
Southern New Jersey!

Our table at the Banquet, 7:15 PM, May 23, 2009: Standing: Gary &
Bonnie Geiger, PA, Elliott & Rosalyn Heith, NY; Seated: Toby Kruger,
NJ, Harvey & Doris Robinson, MA, Ken Brown, PA.
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THE SCRAMBLE:

CALENDAR:
ADVANCE MEETING DATES AND GUESTS

THANK YOU…Once again, we thank those generous
members who have contributed to DVPCA’s coffers by
donating various items to the club as raffle or door
prizes: Stan and Toby Kruger for single copies of the
1988 and 1989 Annual Bulletins of the PCA, Inc. and an
L. H. Selman Gift Certificate; Ethel P. Henry for a
Wheaton Village flower pot weight; Andy Dohan for a
lapel pin; and the PCA, Inc. for a free membership to
the PCA for Calendar 2009.

October 10 & 11, 2009 – Northeast Marble
Meet, Marlborough, MA. For details, contact
Bert Cohen at Marblebert@aol.com
October 17, 2009 – Fall Meeting: AM: Best
Finds Contests of 2008/2009. Guest Artist:
Gordon Smith on “The Evolution of a
Paperweight Artist.”
Guest Dealer: Roger
Jacobsen/Ben Drabeck.

CONVENTION 2009 IS PAST…As you will read in this
issue, Convention 2009 is past, leaving many good
memories and adding to many weight collections.
Convention 2011 is in the works; the first issue to be
decided is where it should be held. If you have a
preference between New Orleans, LA, Santa Fe, NM or
Washington, D.C., please convey that preference to
PCA President Ben Drabeck at beadra214@mac.com.

October 23, 2009 – Last day to enter initial
bids on Larry Selman’s Fall 2009 Auction.
January 30, 2010 – Winter Meeting: AM: Phil
Edelman speaking on “34 Years a Paperweight
Dealer, Part II.” Guest Artist: David Graeber,
formerly with Paul Stankard but now on his
own, will show and tell about his style of
weights. Guest Dealer: Leo Kaplan, Ltd.

PAPERWEIGHT FEST 2010...DVPCA Planners and
Wheaton staff are already at work collaborating on a
program for Paperweight Fest 2010, May 13, 14 and 15,
2010 (Thursday through Saturday). They promise new
engaging speakers and new Lunch and Learn artists
during the three day affair. Admission will probably
settle around $200 for the three days with one-day fees
also available. Save the dates and plan to attend!

April 17, 2010 – Spring Meeting. AM: Gay
LeCleire Taylor reprises her 2009 Convention
talk on “Who Gives a Frit: Millville, Corning
and Mid-Western Examples.” PM: Guest Artist
Cathy Richardson presents a slide show about
her work. Guest Dealer: Nancy Alfano.

DVPCA NEEDS A WORKING VICE PRESIDENT!...If
any one of you feels an allegiance to Delaware Valley
PCA, please consider becoming part of the working
team at its head. We need a V.P. to conduct surveys,
solicit new ideas, write articles for the newsletter and
share the burden of leadership. Yours truly cannot carry
on forever, and I dread the day when no one steps
forward to take my place when I am no longer able to
continue. Please consider this issue seriously.

July 17 & 18, 2010 – 18th Anniversary
Celebration Weekend. AM: My Favorite MiniWeight Contest. Also a Show and Tell of
“Acquired at Paperweight Fest 2010” by those
members who attended and purchased items.
PM: Guest Artist Mayauel Ward presents a
PowerPoint show on his paperweight artistry.
Also an ad hoc ID Clinic, Stump the Dummies,
will be held. Guest Dealer: TBD. Afterwards
the group will caravan to the home of a loyal
member for the annual Garden Party/Catered
Cookout.
Sunday: 11 AM: The club will
convene at the home of its professional
President in Voorhees, NJ for a luncheon and
Paperweight Seminar.

KEN ROSENFELD’S NEW WEBSITE… Oregon-based
weight master Ken Rosenfeld has a new website:
www.kenrosenfeld.com . Please check it out for images
of Ken’s most recent work.
PASSINGS…Johne
Parsley
passed
away
on
Wednesday, April 22, 2009. His artistry was mentioned
at Convention and a small display of his works was on
exhibit there. Patty Mowatt’s father, long declining,
passed away on Sunday, May 24, 2009. Joe Mattson’s
wife passed away suddenly in early May, 2009.
WIKIPEDIA…Wikipedia is a multilingual, Web-based
free-content encyclopedia project written collaboratively
by volunteers from around the world. Created in 2001,
it has enjoyed 684 million visitors through 2008. The
Wikipedia article “ Paperweight” contains the statement
that “There are approximately 20.000 paperweight
collectors world-wide”; however, no citation for this
figure is quoted. In fact, such a citation is desired by
the encyclopedia project. Can you help by providing an
authoritative source for the figure of 20,000 weight
collectors world-wide?

October 16, 2010 – Fall Meeting.

ALL SATURDAY MEETINGS AT WILLIAMSON’S
RESTAURANT, Horsham, PA…
SAVE THE DATES!!!
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17th Anniversary Celebration Weekend
July 18 & 19, 2009
Luncheon Reservation(s)

17th Anniversary Celebration Weekend
July 18 & 19, 2009
At Williamson Restaurant, 500 Blair Mill Road
(Route 611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road)
Horsham, PA
Located two traffic lights north of PA Turnpike Exit
343 (Old Exit 27/Doylestown/Willow Grove)
Telephone (215) 675-5454

Choices @ $17.00 each
______Number Attending
______Boneless Breast of Chicken Maryland, w/Bacon
______Broiled Filet of Fresh Flounder, Tartar Sauce
______$ Luncheon Total
Garden Party Reservation(s)

July 18, 2009
10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Delaware Valley’s 17th Anniversary
Summer Meeting at Williamson’s
Restaurant begins with a Paperweight
Fair featuring Guest Dealer William
Pitt, Fairhaven, MA.

______Number at $13.00 each
______$ Cookout Total

John D. Hawley reprises his 2009
Convention PowerPoint show on
“Paperweights of the American Classic
Period 1851-1888”

Email____________________________________

______$ Grand Total
Name(s)__________________________________

Please mail this slip with ALL of your selections and check to:
DVPCA, c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive, Levittown, PA 19055

12 NOON “Acquired at Convention”, a Show
And Tell by members who attended
Convention of their acquisitions.
12:30 PM

Lunch

2:00 PM

Alison Ruzsa, paperweight artist
who paints on her products and
covers the painted surfaces with
clear glass, presents a PowerPoint
show about her work.

3:00 PM

“Stump the Dummies” is the
traditional ID.Clinic for those mystery
weights acquired during the past year.
An ad hoc committee of experts will
serve as dummies.

4:00 PM

Our group will caravan to the home of
loyal member Boyd England, about 8
miles from Williamson’s, for the
annual Garden Party/Catered
Cookout prepared by Gourmet Chef
Boyd himself where the festivities will
last well into the evening.

NO LATER THAN JULY 10, 2009!!!
For out-of-towners, we suggest either the Willow Grove
Hampton Inn, 1500 Easton Road, 1/4 mile south of Turnpike
Exit 343, Toll-Free 1-800-426-7866, or the Courtyard by
Marriott/Willow Grove, 2350 Easton Road, at the Turnpike Exit,
1-215-830-0550 directly.

REMEMBER TO BRING:
1) ACQUIRED AT CONVENTION" ITEMS;
2) MYSTERY WEIGHTS FOR STUMP THE DUMMIES.

July 19, 2009
11:00 AM

The club will convene on the grounds
of WheatonArts, Millville, NJ for the
second full day of exhibits at Glass
Weekend 2009.
An Alison Rusza paperweight.
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Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
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